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Straight Bills of Lading:  modern 
Twists

Richard Aikens

1

What is a “straight” bill of lading?

• Where does the name come from? It appears to emanate from the US Uniform 
Bills of Lading Act 1909 and the US Pomerene Bills of Lading Act of 1916:  see 
section 2 of the latter.  

• Straight Bills were in use in the US and Europe before being in general use by the 
British shipping industry but were definitely in use by the time of COGSA 1924, 
although not often before the English court it seems.  

• What are its characteristics?  the sole difference is that the consignee is named 
and there is no reference to “to order” or “or to order”.  Sot it is not transferable. 

• Was it considered at common law?   these types of bill of lading had not 
particularly been considered under the common law although there are some 
examples in the cases.  By contrast,   “To order” bills of lading were the norm and 
had been recognised in the law courts for 100 years prior to the celebrated case of 
Lickbarrow v Mason 1794.

• Did the Bills of Lading Act 1855 apply to “straight” bills of lading?  There was a 
debate about this in the Rafaele S [2005] 2 AC 423.  Lords Bingham,  Steyn and 
Rodgers seemed to think that they were within the ambit of the 1855 Act.  See in 
particular Lord Steyn at para 41.  It is bluster! 

• I am not sure.  All their lordships seem to disregard the requirement that the 
property in the goods identified in the B/L pass to the consignee “upon or by 
reason of such consignment”?  But now academic. 
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When are “straight” bills of lading used?

• Generally,  ‘straight’ B/Ls are used where the goods have 
been sold to a named person and paid for and there is no 
need for the B/L to be used as security by either the seller or 
a financier of the purchase of the goods.  

• That is the rationale given by Lord Bingham in The Rafaele S 
at para 6. 

• An example of use of a ‘straight’ B/L:  goods are sold 
between associate companies with no intention of onward 
transfer during the course of the carriage. 

• But there is nothing to stop the buyer/named consignee 
from selling on the goods on terms that do not require 
security for payment in the form of an “order” B/L.

• Does this happen in practice? I have come across instances.

3

Do “staight” bills of lading come within COGSA 
1971 and the Hague-Visby Rules?

• Before the CA and HL decisions in The Rafaela S [2005] 2 
AC 423,  there was controversy about the first:   many 
academic writers said that s.1(4) COGSA 1971 – referring to 
a “bill of lading or similar document of title” - thought that 
the second phrase governed the first.  A “straight” B/L was 
not thought of as a document of title because it could not 
be transferred so was not a “bill of lading” for these 
purposes.   

• The Rafaela S (in the CA and HL,  overruling the arbitrators 
and Commercial Judge) held that although a ‘straight’ bill of 
lading was not negotiable it fell within the scope of s.1(4) 
COGSA 1971 (which had reproduced the wording of the 
1924 Act) and also Article 1(b) H-V Rules.  

4
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Are “straight” bills of lading documents of title 
then?

• The Law Commission report of 1991 concluded that “at common law” they 
were not.  

• Lord Bingham said (obiter) in the Rafaele S that they were:  see para 20.   
And that production of the B/L was a necessary precondition to requiring 
delivery of the goods,  even if there is no express provision to that effect in 
the B/L itself.  

• Lord Steyn also stated that production of a ‘straight’ B/L by the named 
consignee was necessary for delivery of the goods by the carrier.  Does 
that mean that the ‘straight’ B/L must be a document of title?  Lord Steyn
said so,  effectively:  see para 46.  

• There are problems with this analysis;
– The obligation to deliver against production of the B/L reflects the contractual 

agreement between the parties,  not the fact that the B/L is a document of 
title

– A document of title is something that can transfer symbolic possession,  but a 
‘straight’ B/L cannot,  by definition,  do this,  at least beyond the named 
consignee.    It is not transferrable thereafter.

5

Carriage of Goods by Sea Act 1992 and 
“straight” bills of lading

• How  did the Law Commission report (leading to COGSA 1992) 
analyse them?
– Not documents of title at common law (rejected (obiter) by HL in The 

Rafaele S)
– Did not have to be produced by the named consignee to obtain 

delivery of the goods (rejected (obiter) by the HL in The Rafaele S)
– The 1855 Act did not apply to ‘straight’ bills,  which had not been 

‘invented’ then.  (Rejected (obiter) on both counts by the HL in The 
Rafaele S).   

– HL 3:  Law Commission 0 !

• How does COGSA deal with them?
– ‘Straight’ B/Ls are not “bills of lading”:  section 1(2)(a) – because they 

are incapable of transfer.
– They are ‘sea waybills’ :  they fit the requirements of  section 1(3).  
– Is this characterisation based on a flawed analysis in the Report?

6
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What rights and obligations are granted to consignees of 
“straight” bills of lading under COGSA 1992?

• By s.2(1)(b) the consignee shall,  by virtue of being the person to whom delivery 
shall be made of the goods to which the “sea waybill” relates, shall have 
transferred and vested in him “all rights of suit under the contract of carriage” as if 
he had been a party to that contract.  

• On that analysis,  the initial parties to the contract of carriage evidenced by the 
B/L must have been the shipper and the carrier.  So the shipper does not conclude 
the contract of carriage as the agent of the consignee.

• Section 2(4) seems to have been intended to operate so that a consignee could 
exercise rights of suit against a carrier for the benefit of a shipper who had 
sustained the loss and damage.   

• What if there has been an on-sale by the named consignee and that person is the 
one that has suffered the loss and damage?

• Is the phrase “the other person [in whom the rights of suit are vested] shall be 
entitled to exercise those rights for the benefit of the person who sustained the 
loss and damage to the same extent as they could have been exercised if they had 
been vested in the person for whose benefit they are exercised” broad enough to 
permit the consignee to sue on behalf of a subsequent buyer?

• The Pace (no 2) [2011] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 537 only deals with the issue of whether a 
consignee could sue on behalf of a shipper under s.2(4).   It was not a ‘straight’ B/L 
case. 7

Who can sue in contract against the carrier if a “straight” bill 
of lading has been issued?  A theoretical problem? 

• Imagine that bulk goods such as oil are sold CIF by A to B with the intention that B 
should be the receiver of the whole cargo and that no further sale is contemplated 
during the voyage.  It is a sale between related parties and there is no need for the 
security of an “order” B/L.  All governed by English law. 

• A “straight” B/L is issued naming A as shipper and B as consignee: no “or to order”  
therefore.  

• However,  the market rises and B decides to sell on and make a quick profit,  
forgetting that there is a “straight” B/L so no request to switch/amend to carrier.   

• Under the sale-on contract terms risk and property pass to the buyer upon 
payment of the price under an irrevocable L/C,  for which the bank has existing 
security so does not need the security of an “order” B/L 

• The payment of the price is made.  The ultimate owner insures the goods. 
• The ship then sinks with total loss of cargo. 
• The insurer pays out to the ultimate owner for the insured value of the cargo. 
• The insurer wishes to use its rights of subrogation to sue the carrier.   In whose 

name can it do this and obtain substantial damages?
• The ultimate owner?  The  shipper?  The named consignee?
• Neither of the latter two had  property in the goods at the time of loss/damage.   

Can the insurer take an assignment from them of the right to sue:  could either of 
those two parties sue for substantial damages?

8
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Who can sue in contract under the B/L?
• The contract of carriage was originally between the carrier and the shipper:  must 

follow from the wording of s2(1)(a) of COGSA 1992 – “without being a party to the 
original contract of carriage”.

• Rights are transferred to the named consignee under s.2(1)(b) COGSA.
• But the proviso to s.2(5)  appears to contemplate that the person who was an “original 

party to the contract contained in or evidenced by a sea waybill” will retain rights of 
suit.  

• Those rights must be rights OTHER than in contract under the B/L .
• That seems to be the effect of the words in s.2(5) that “but the operation of [subsection 

2(1)] shall be without prejudice to any rights which derive from a person’s having been 
an original party to the contract contained in or evidence by a sea waybill…”

• Thus the shipper could sue in BAILMENT but NOT in contract.  
• But in my example:  neither the shipper not the consignee will not have suffered any 

loss because property had passed from them.  
• The effect of s.2(4) is that the consignee can sue in contract for the benefit of any loss 

of the shipper in the case of a ‘straight’ B/L.  
• But I think that the words are not wide enough to allow a consignee to sue on behalf of 

a SUBSEQUENT owner of goods who has suffered loss or damage.
• The wording appears to be looking only at those who USED to have rights,  not those 

who have obtained property in the goods subsequently and have never had any rights 
of suit under the B/L

• Therefore the subsequent owner has NO RIGHT to sue in contract under the B/L.
9

Who can sue the carrier in bailment or in  tort?
• In theory the shipper can sue in BAILMENT but he has suffered no loss.  There is no point in the 

insurer taking an assignment of any right of suit in bailment from the shipper.  
• The ultimate owner of the goods could not sue in bailment UNLESS there was an attornment by the 

bailee/carrier to the ultimate goods owner.   Seems unlikely unless there was some exchange 
between carrier and ultimate buyer acknowledging the situation.  

• the person with property in the goods at the time of the loss can sue in tort.
• Strictly speaking,  to be able to sue in tort it is enough that the person has the immediate right to 

possession of the goods at the relevant time:  Aliakmon [1986] QC 785 at 809. 
• In my example the “holder” of the B/L might retain “the right to possession”.   But that would be 

the named consignee.  
• Could the insurers take an assignment of the right to sue in tort from the named consignee?
• What are the practical difficulties of suing in tort? May depend of ultimate buyer is trying to sue or 

it is the insurer that takes an assignment from the named consignee. 

– Jurisdiction:  a claim in tort by the ultimate buyer would not be subject to the B/L terms 
so if that contained any jurisdiction terms they would not apply: how to establish 
jurisdiction:  arrest a sister ship?

– Arbitration clause in the B/L would not apply in respect of the ultimate buyer because 
not a party to the contract/arbitration clause. 

– If the named consignee then arguable that any jurisdiction clause could apply to a claim 
in tort. 

– Applicable law of the tort?   Rome II to apply (at present).  Would a court say that the 
law governing the B/L contract should apply rather than whatever might otherwise be 
the applicable law by reference to where the damage occurred?  (Art 4(3)?)

10
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Moral of this tale

• Don’t use straight bills of lading unless you are 
sure that there is never going to be an on-sale 
in any circumstances.

• If you are a buyer,   check it is not a “straight” 
B/L and if it is obtain a new B/L and/or an 
assignment of rights of suit under the existing 
B/L

11
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Scope of this talk 

1. In my talk today, I am concerned with the transfer of rights of suit with respect to a specific type 

of shipping document, the negotiable bill of lading, and I focus on the technicalities of  the 

“negotiation” of such shipping documents so as to effect such transfer – or not, possibly with 

disastrous results.  

 

2. As you will know, this is governed by the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act 1992 (“COGSA 1992”), 

which also regulates the transfer of rights of suit under sea waybills and ship’s delivery orders. 

However, those are outside the scope of this talk.  

 

A thumbnail sketch of the history of the negotiable bill of lading 

3. The negotiable bill of lading developed in the era when the primary information technology was 

physical writing on a medium such as paper or parchment. It seems to have evolved from a 

simple acknowledgment of receipt of the goods on board by the Master by the late 14
th
 century; 

to, by the late 16th century, a document that by mercantile custom entitled delivery of the goods 

to the physical transferee; and, by the early 17
th
 century, to a document that also embodied 

contractual rights against the carrier.
1
 Scrutton

2
 observes that "The practice of issuing a "set" of 

three original bills of lading is very ancient", quoting the following description from 1686: 

 

"Of the Bills of Lading there is commonly Three Bills of one tenor. One of them is 

enclosed in the letters written by the same Ship: another is sent overland to the Factor 

or Party to whom the goods are consigned; the third remaineth with the Merchant, for 

his testimony against the Master, if there were any occasion of loose dealing."
3
 

 

4. The status of the bill of lading as a document of title, and as being, by the custom of merchants 

“negotiable and transferable” so as to transfer “property”
4
 in the goods to which they relate was 

definitively established in English law at the end of the 18
th
 century by the jury's verdict 

 
in 

Lickbarrow v Mason (1794) 5 T.R. 683. However, what the custom of merchants did not extend 

to was the transfer of rights of suit against the carrier from the shipper as the party generally 

making the contract of carriage with it.
 5
 

 

5. This was initially addressed by the Bills of Lading Act 1855, which sought to “piggy back” the 

right to sue on the transfer of “the property in the goods…upon or by reason of …consignment 

or endorsement” of a bill of lading. That solution was famously problematic, and considered by 

the English and Scottish Law Commissions in 1991. 
6
 COGSA 1992 Act was enacted as a 

consequence. In essence, it seeks to cure the limitation that at common law “negotiation” could 

pass property in the goods but not title to sue, by “piggy backing” the transfer of the title to sue 

on the negotiation of the bill of lading itself, not on the transfer of property in the goods by such 

negotiation. 

 

Negotiability 

6. Bills of lading, unlike other negotiable instruments such as bills of exchange,
7
 are not negotiable 

in the pure sense of being capable of passing property without defects of title.
8
 “Negotiation” in 

the context of bills of lading simply means transfer of the instrument.
9
 

 

7. To be negotiable in this sense, the bill has to indicate that it is intended to be transferable. The 

usual way is to for its terms to indicate that it is consigned "to order or assigns" or for it to 

specify that it is consigned to the "order" or the "order or assigns" of a named consignee. In that 

case it is transferable by indorsement and delivery. If the consignee in a negotiable bill is left 

blank or is described as "bearer", or if an "order" bill is indorsed with the indorser's name only 
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without specifying an indorsee,
10

 or is indorsed to "bearer" it is transferable by simple delivery 

without indorsement. COGSA 1992 refers to "bearer bills" without defining them.
11

 

 

8. In contrast a bill consigned to a named consignee and marked with words such as "not 

negotiable", "non-negotiable" or "not transferable" will not be transferable and will be a "straight" 

bill".
12

 Negotiation of a bill which is, on its true construction, not negotiable, will not be effective 

to render it negotiable or indeed to transfer it.
13

 "Straight" bills are not bills of lading within 

COGSA 1992,
14

 which by s. 1(2) states: 

 

"References in this Act to a bill of lading- 

(a) do not include references to a document which is incapable of transfer either by 

indorsement or, as a bearer bill, by delivery but without indorsement;" 

 

For the purposes of transferring rights of suit pursuant to COGSA 1992, a "straight" bill is 

assimilated to a "sea waybill".
15

   

 

Negotiation: mechanics 

9. A bill of lading is of course issued in the first instance to the shipper. 
16

 With regard to the main 

details of the cargo and the other parties, it will have been completed in accordance with details 

provided by the shipper or its agent in a "draft" completed standard form. It is then negotiated by 

the shipper, whether consigned to a named consignee, or to bearer, by simple delivery to the 

named / intended consignee. In the former case, there is no need for indorsement since the bill 

already identifies the consignee, but it seems that this is done: see the facts of East West Corpn 

v DKBS. 
17

 

 

10. A bill of lading is negotiated by the consignee: 

 

(1) If a bearer bill, by delivery; 

 

(2) If consigned to its order either by:  

 

(a) special indorsing it to the order of a specific party to whom it wishes to transfer the bill 

and delivery to that party; or 

 

(b) simply signing it [i.e. indorsing it "in blank"], so as to constitute it a bearer bill and 

delivering it to the party to whom it wishes to transfer the bill. 

 

There appears to be no detailed consideration of a custom enabling the consignee or indorsee 

of a bill to their order, to make the equivalent of a "restrictive indorsement" of a bill of exchange, 

prohibiting the further transfer of the bill (see s. 35 Bills of Exchange Act 1882).
18

 There would 

seem to be no reason why not and there may be evidence of such a custom (although no 

express finding by the jury as to its existence) in Lickbarrow v Mason at p. 685. 

 

However, in default of clear words seeking to make an indorsement "restrictive", it would seem 

likely that an indorsement is to be construed as authorising further indorsement by the indorsee: 

see Keppel Tatlee Bank Ltd v Bandung Shipping Pte Ltd [2003] 1 Lloyd's Rep 619.
19

  

 

11. An indorsee of a bill of lading may further negotiate it by indorsement and delivery in the same 

manner as the consignee. 

 

12. The bearer of a bearer bill may specially endorse the bill transferring it to a specific person. 
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Effect of negotiation under COGSA 1992 

13. The central mechanism for transfer of rights of suit under negotiable bills of lading is set out in 

section 2(1)(a): 

 

"Subject to the following provisions of this section, a person who becomes— 

(a) the lawful holder of a bill of lading; 

… 

shall (by virtue of becoming the holder of the bill...) have transferred to and vested in 

him all rights of suit under the contract of carriage as if he had been a party to  

that contract." 

 

14. The main ancillary or consequential provisions for the transfer of the rights of suit under the Act 

are: 

 

(1) The extinction of the transferred rights of suit in the transferor. By s. 2(5): 

 

"Where rights are transferred by virtue of the operation of subsection (1) above in 

relation to any document, the transfer for which that subsection provides shall extinguish 

any entitlement to those rights which derives— 

 

(a) where that document is a bill of lading, from a person’s having been an original party 

to the contract of carriage; or 

 

(b) in the case of any document to which this Act applies, from the previous operation of 

that subsection in relation to that document; 

 

…" 

 

(2) The transferee's entitlement to exercise the transferred rights so as to recover for loss or 

damage to goods for prior transferees in the chain of transfers. By s. 2(4): 

 

"Where, in the case of any document to which this Act applies— 

(a) a person with any interest or right in or in relation to goods to which the document 

relates sustains loss or damage in consequence of a breach of the contract of 

carriage; but 

(b) subsection (1) above operates in relation to that document so that rights of suit in 

respect of that breach are vested in another person, 

 

the other person shall be entitled to exercise those rights for the benefit of the person 

who sustained the loss or damage to the same extent as they could have been 

exercised if they had been vested in the person for whose benefit they are exercised." 

 

(3) Provision under s. 3 (1) for the transferee to become subject to the same liabilities as if he 

had been a party to the contract where it:
20

 

 

(a) takes or demands delivery from the carrier of any of the goods to which the document 

relates; 

(c) makes a claim under the contract of carriage against the carrier in respect of any of 

those goods; or 

(d) is a person who, at a time before those rights were vested in him, took or demanded 

delivery from the carrier of any of those goods, 
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…" 

 

Lawful holder 

15. The key to being the transferee of the rights of suit under a negotiable bill of lading is the status 

of being a "lawful holder" therefore. This is provided for by s. 5(2). Section 5(2)(c), works with 

section 2(2) to deal with the question of "spent bills"
21

, and is dealt with below. Apart from 

"spent bills", the Act provides for somebody to be constituted the lawful holder of a negotiable 

bill of lading, as follows: 

 

"References in this Act to the holder of a bill of lading are references to any of the following 

persons, that is to say— 

 

(a) a person with possession of the bill who, by virtue of being the person identified in the 

bill, is the consignee of the goods to which the bill relates; 

 

(b) a person with possession of the bill as a result of the completion, by delivery of the bill, 

of any indorsement of the bill or , in the case of a bearer bill, of any other transfer of the 

bill; 

… 

and a person shall be regarded for the purposes of this Act as having become the lawful 

holder of a bill of lading wherever he has become the holder of the bill in good faith." 

 

16. I would highlight the following points on lawful holders, apart from those of "spent bills": 

 

(1) I submit that a convenient encapsulation of these two species is given by adapting the 

relevant equivalent terminology of the Bills of Exchange Act 1882: 

 

"The consignee or indorsee of a bill who is in possession of it, or the bearer of a bearer 

bill."
22

 

 

(2) A holder is to be regarded as a lawful holder if they became the holder "in good faith". This 

simply means "honest conduct" not broader concepts such as commercial "fair dealing".
23

  

 

(3) To be vested with the rights of suit under COGSA 1992, a person must be a transferee of 

the bill. The original shipper, who has not divested itself of the rights of suit pursuant to s. 

2(5)(a), is entitled to sue by virtue of its rights as original party to the contract of carriage as 

evidenced by the bill
24

; 

 

(4) It is irrelevant what, if any, property is transferred to the transferee by the negotiation. All 

that matters for the rights of suit to be transferred is that the bill is duly negotiated: see East 

West Corpn v DKBS AF 1912 A/S [2003] QB 1509; 

 

(5) To be effective to constitute in a negotiation, delivery is not simply a bare transfer of 

physical possession of the bill. The transferor must intend to transfer possession of the bill 

to the transferee, who must intend to accept delivery of the bill: the "AEGEAN SEA" [1998] 2 

Lloyd's Rep 39; the "ERIN SCHULTE" [2015] 1 Lloyd's Rep 97. 
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Spent bills 

17. The situation where a bill is negotiated to a person in accordance with sections 5(2)(c) and 2(2), 

but "at a time when possession of the bill no longer gave a right to (as against the carrier) to 

possession of the goods to which the bill relates" is essentially as follows: 

 

(1) That person is still described as a "holder" / "lawful holder" – see s. 5(2)(c); 

 

(2) However, no rights will be transferred to him unless he became the holder of the bill: 

 

"[By s. 2(2)(a)] by virtue of a transaction effected in pursuance of any contractual or 

other arrangements made before the time when such a right to possession ceased to 

attach to possession of the bill; or 

 

[By s. 2(2)(b) as a result of the rejection to that person by another person of goods or 

documents delivered to the other person in pursuance of any such arrangements." 

 

18. The scope of s.2(2)(b) scenario is relatively obvious and straightforward, and speaks for itself. 

 

19. However, s. 2(2)(a), can be more problematic, as is demonstrated particularly by the facts of the 

"YTHAN" [2006] 1 Lloyd's Rep 457 and the "ERIN SCHULTE" [2015] 1 Lloyd's Rep 97. The 

following aspects of the provision would now appear to be reasonably clear:  

 

(1) The "transaction" pursuant to which the holder became such means the physical process by 

which the bill was transferred to that person;
25

 

 

(2) The expression "at a time when possession of the bill no longer gave a right (as against the 

carrier) to possession of the goods to which the bill relates" is not limited to the 

accomplishment of the bills,
26

 but also applies to the situation where the goods ceased to 

exist;
27

 

 

(3) In order to determine whether or not the transfer of the bill was by virtue of a transaction 

"effected in pursuance of any contractual or other arrangements made before" the bill 

became spent, it was not necessary to apply some test such as whether the latter were 

"real or effective cause"
28

 of the transaction. It was preferable simply to identify the 

arrangement pursuant to which the transfer was made.
29

 

 

(4) "[I]n pursuance of any contractual or other arrangements" did not necessitate the existence 

of a contractual entitlement to receive the bills under such arrangements.
30
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ENDNOTES 

 

                                                   
1
 See Aikens et al Bills of Lading 2

nd
 ed, 2015, Chapter 1. 
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A modern conundrum

• Many modern contracts of carriage and sale are concluded in circumstances where

the parties contemplate and provide that delivery will be made against LOIs and not

bills of lading

• Yet such a practice is usually a breach of the (bill of lading) contract of carriage

and/or a tort (of conversion) by the carrier

•Potential legal complexity of position of everyday occurrence recently

highlighted (in bunker delivery context) by The Star Quest [2016] SGHC 100
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The basic rule on delivery other than against B/L

•The carrier is required to deliver only against a genuine bill of lading The Houda

[1994] 2 Lloyd’s Rep. 541 etc etc)

•Takes risk of forged bills: Motis [2001] 1 LLR 211

•Almost certainly applies to straight as well as negotiable bills: Rafaela S [2005] 2

AC 423, Aikens paras 5.46-5.51

•Very frequently delivery is made against one or more LOIs

•Where there is “misdelivery” either to the “wrong” party or without a bill, a

number of legal relationships need consideration
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Delivery

• In modern times the time of delivery may be elusive, with the

distinction between discharge and delivery potentially important

when cargo is discharged ashore but not directly to cargo interests

• Delivery to shore terminal, even when coupled with delivery 
order, may not be delivery

• Terms of bailment to terminal  must reflect carrier’s obligations: 
East West [2003] 1LLR 239

• Key test is divesting of ability to control physical dealing with 
goods: Jag Ravi [2012] 1 LLR 637
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Delivery (continued)

• Even if goods remain with terminal, a carrier may convert them 
if delivery up to bill of lading holder is not made: MSC 
Amsterdam [2007] EWHC 944

• Providing PIN codes for release was not delivery in Glencore v 
MSC [2015] EWHC 1989

• There was no conversion or misdelivery where discharge into 
warehouse created a lien in favour of the warehouse operators:  
Bao Yue [2015] EWHC 2288

• Practical issues – the carrier may think he has retained control 
on discharge – but may not in fact have done – complex issues 
as to whether person to whom goods discharged is agent of 
carrier, consignee, both or neither.
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The Zagora – all the typical pitfalls 

• This recent case – [2016] EWHC 3212 – 15 December

2016 does not contain any new principles of law. It is

however of interest for at least two reasons

• It illustrates the protection given by the revised 
wording  of the standard IG LOI, introduced after The 
Bremen Max (decided by the same Judge and 
discussed below)

• It illustrates many of the practical problems 
experienced in real life and on the ground

brickcourt.co.uk
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Practical problems as per The Zagora

• Chains of charters, not back to back

•Thus chain of LOIs from parties of various degrees of insolvency/amenability to

enforcement

•Issues as to whether O can require details of relevant persons seeking delivery

(#3)

•Multiple capacities and “hats” of “agents” who may act for owners and/or one or

more parties in the chain of buyers/receivers (#19-31)

•Possible issues as to subjective belief of Owners and reasonableness thereof (#32-

34)
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Remedies - holder against carrier (contract)

•Breach of contract of carriage

• Title to sue – satisfy requirements of COGSA 2(1). Problems 

with indorsement may prevent this on Dolphina [2012] 1 LLR 

304 approach

• Note even if bill obtained (eg by Bank) after misdelivery, it is 

not spent for this purpose: East West,  Erin Schulte  [2015]  1 

Lloyd’s Rep. 97  and see The Ythan [2006] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 457 

• May be no defence that party to whom cargo is delivered is 

“entitled” to the cargo (Motis, The Nordic Freedom [2001] 1 

SLR 232

• Exclusion clauses construed strictly – will rarely protect against 

misdelivery: MSC Amsterdam [2007] EWHC 944
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Remedies - holder against carrier (tort)

•Possible tort claim (conversion), at least if bill gives right to possession at the time

of the misdelivery (The Future Express - may be curable by fresh demand)

• proposition that lawful holder of bill automatically has right to possession of

cargo is an oversimplification: Aikens on Bills paras 5.11-5.30, Todd [2006]

LMCLQ 539

•Issues of applicable law on

• Substantive law to apply to claim (Art 14 of Rome II – note Trafigura v 
Kookmin [2006] 2 Lloyd’s Rep. 455 decided under PILA 1995)

• Question of claimant’s possessory title
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Incorporation Issues

▪ Might it be argued that a charterparty clause requiring the carrier to deliver

against an LOI (and not a B/L) was incorporated into the bill of lading ?

▪ Fact/wording sensitive, but probably not: see eg Sormovskiy 3068 [1994] 2

Lloyd’s Rep. 266, 274

brickcourt.co.uk
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Remedies holder/carrier (quantum/mitigation)

•Potential issues on quantification of loss (Bank may have different measure from

goods owner)

•Duty to mitigate (eg to seek to recover goods) ?
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Action against party who is in possession

•Can carrier sue ?

•Can true owner sue ?

•Issues of local law ?
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Practical problems – jurisdiction battles

• Often cargo interests will sue in the local (to place of discharge) courts, who may

have jurisdiction under their own law (for example PRC law is more strict on

incorporation of arbitration/jurisdiction clauses than English law)

• Carrier may seek ASI or damages for breach of arbitration/jurisdiction clause

CSAV v Hin-Pro [2015] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 301

• Carrier seeks indemnity under LOI or at law/implied indemnity
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Issues under LOIs

• Delivery against LOIs very common – as are problems

•Absent a contract term the carrier cannot be compelled to deliver against LOI

•Standard form of Club wordings

• Addressed to contracting counterparty and/or owner

• Recites ownership and/or right to sell cargo

• Grants indemnity in consideration of delivering to X

• Undertakes to forward bills etc

• Undertakes to put up security if claim against carrier
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Issues with LOIs

•Who can enforce ? Issues of

• Construction

• Entitlement under 1999 Act

Laemthong Glory [2005] 1 LLR 608, Jag Ravi

•Remedy – damages or specific performance: Bremen Max [2009] 1 LLR 81

• Liability conditional on delivery being made to the right person; carrier must identify the

party: Bremen Max

• Result – new wording “request you to deliver the said cargo to "X or to such party as you

believe to be or to represent X or to be acting on behalf of X"

brickcourt.co.uk
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Further Issues 

•Where beneficiary of LOI knows that the delivery requested is wrongful (quaere in what

respect ?), LOI unlikely to be enforceable: Bremen Max

•False statements in LOI (eg as to title to goods or existence of bills) may give rise to claims

in deceit by Bank or buyer Freja Scandic [2002] EWHC 79

•May also be liability for negligent misstatement, at least to buyer; Bank paying under letter

of credit unlikely to be able to claim in negligence: DBS Bank [2008] SGHC 53

• Dangers for the buyer’s bank if the L/C gives liberty to present a LOI, countersigned by it,

instead of the bill of lading: Euro Asian Oil v Credit Suisse [2016] EWHC 3340 (Comm)
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A judicial view from 20 years ago

“No doubt this this provision for a second set of bills to come in existence was

agreed for not unreasonable commercial motives, but it is a practice fraught with

danger…..”

The Atlas [1996] 1 LLR 642, 643 per Longmore J.
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A practitioner’s view from 20 years ago

“….. even with their use tolerated, switch bills will continue for some

time to provide many a legal conundrum to carriage lawyers”

Toh Kian Sing [1996] LCMLQ 416, 422
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What are switch bills

▪ Not a term of art – overlaps with “split” or “second set” or “redocumentaion”

▪ One might think a bill is immutable; not so (eg common law right to change

consignee: The Lycaon [1983] 2 LLR 548)

▪ Frequently for good or bad reasons bills are replaced

▪ Illustrates tension between

• interests of charterers and carriers

• Within charterers, between traders and operations/legal department  
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Why switch bills ?

• Splitting quantities between different receivers in different places

•To disguise true identity of

• Shipper/consignee, 

• origin of cargo 

• Nature of cargo

• place of shipment/destination

• Date of shipment

(see Toh Kian Sing [1996] LMCLQ 416,Williams [2009] 15 
JIML 394
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Basic legal principles

•Not themselves controversial

• Contract function – contract can only be amended (or 
terminated) by agreement between all parties

• Note however place of issue may affect applicability of Hague-
Visby Rules under Art X(a)

• Document of title. Issues where original (first) bills gives a 
party right to possession

• Representations in the bill (shipper, nature of cargo, date of 
shipment, place of shipment etc). Misstatement may give rise to 
liability in deceit or negligent misstatement
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What is the problem ?

•The scope for difficulties is reduced where

• All facts correctly stated in bill

• All parties agree or relevant charter provides express right to 
switch

• First set of bills returned to carrier for “cancellation” before 
second set issued

• Finmoon v Baltic [2012] 2 LLR 388 – pure convenience - bills

cancelled and reissued at disport

brickcourt.co.uk
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Contrast The Atlas [1996] 1 LLR 642

•No suggestion of fraud but numerous “danger” areas

• Place of issue  of bills different (Russia/ HK)

• Name of shipper changed (to disguise source)

• Switch bills to be issued before first set surrendered

• Head owners not bound by provision of sub-charter
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AP Moller-Maersk v Sonaec Villas [2011] 1 LLR1

•Facts complex, but in essence an unpaid seller who resold goods to a

second and then a third buyer returned bills to the carrier for re-issue

of a second and third set

•The bills were straight bills with an English exclusive jurisdiction

clause

•Unforeseen complications arose – for example when the first buyer

sought to sue (in Benin) relying on a copy bill

brickcourt.co.uk
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Held

• Despite cancellation, the jurisdiction clause survived to enable 

the English court to consider its status

• With a straight bill title to sue was transferred to the named 

consignee on signature of the bill under COGSA 1992. But this 

did not affect the right of the shipper to redirect the goods

• By extension of this logic it also preserved the right of the 

shipper to agree with the carrier to cancel the bills
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Other problems

• A provision in a sub-charter allowing or requiring the issue of switch bills will

only be effective, for owners’ bills, if the headowner has consented (or is bound) –

see The Atlas [1996] 1 LLR 642, The Daphne L [2003] 3 SLR 556

• Similarly, if the terms of the switch bill are different from those of the subsequent

bills, any claim in tort of bailment is likely to be governed by terms of the original

bills: The Atlas
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Switching the Identity of the  Shipper

•A common reason but what is the effect on the contract(s) of carriage ?

•Is there a novation such that original shipper ceases to have liability, for example

for shipment of dangerous goods ?

•Has the newly named shipper authorised his status as such ?
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Application of the Hague-Visby Rules

•Relevant factors include place of issue of bills and port of shipment

•First bills mandate H/V Rules – will these apply even if second bills do not.

Probably yes (see Toh Kian Sing) but there are differences between transhipment

and “redocumentation”

•Second bills mandate H/V Rules but first do not ? Cannot logically be

retrospective
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Common issues in tanker trade

(with grateful acknowledgement to Bengt E. Nergaard’s paper at ICMA 2015)

•Issue of one bill to cover two parcels loaded at different places

•Issue of one bill to cover blend of two parcels

•Actual (or partial or deemed) discharge and reloading

•Feeder shipments to/from storage vessel stationary/adrift on the high seas (eg off

West Africa)
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Questions over…

•B/L or shipment date – note difference between Congenbill 1994 (“Place and date

of issue”) and 2007 (Box added for “date shipped”)

•Port of loading – common practice of floating storage “Mother ships”

•Cargo quantity

•Identity of shipper

brickcourt.co.uk
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Illegality Issues

•The fraud or illegality (eg evasion of export/import bans or duties) often associated

with switch bills may have additional consequences

•LOI given to carrier may be unenforceable (Brown Jenkinson v Percy Dalton

[1957] 2 QB 621) – only intention to deceive is required, not dishonesty: see also

The Saga Explorer [2013] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 401 on deception in bills

•Contract of carriage might conceivably be unenforceable (see “structured to

deceive” cases Alexander v Rayson [1936] 1 KB 169, Mitsubishi v Alfafouzos

[1988] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 191)
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Other issues (2)

• If particulars in second bills are false

• carrier and (possibly) shipper potentially liable in deceit

• Possibly conspiracy liability where collusion by carrier and shipper to 
deceive subsequent holder: see eg The Dolphina [2012] 1 LLR 304

THE END !

THANK YOU

richard.lord@brickcourt.co.uk
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Agenda

• Brief Overview of Bolero

• Benefits of ePresentation

• Electronic Bills of Lading in the context of ePresentation

• Bolero Rulebook

• Letters of Indemnity

• “Replacement” Bills

• Looking to the Future



Bolero and the digital trade revolution

World’s electronic Bill
of Lading

World’s electronic
document presentation

under eUCP rules

$80bn+ Annual transaction value
1.5m Completed payment presentations
19,000+ Monthly presentations
65+ Banking Groups
58 Trading Countries

Trusted by our global
corporate clients

...to transact with their
global trade banks…

…and their critical logistics
partners.

Best trade
finance software
provider in Asia

2016
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Bolero Solutions

• Multi Bank Trade Finance

Corporates use Bolero as their connection to multiple banks
Apply for and be advised of Letters of Credit. Applying for Guarantees
(beneficiary solution for guarantees coming soon)

• Matching Solutions

Large buyers use Bolero to connect with their vendors and match purchase
orders with invoices and ancillary documents

• ePresentation

Seller presents documents electronically rather than in paper form



Source: BCG 2015

Global trade is complex, paper intensive & fragmented
Commercial Agreement

Buyer Seller

Seller’s
Bank

Corresponding
Bank

Buyer’s
Bank

Export
Terminal

Import
Terminal Shipper/ Carrier

Carrier/ Freight
Forwarder

Import
Customs

Export
Customs Insurer

Document
Courier

Document
Courier

P.O. & Invoice (Paper or electronic)

Transaction Payment
Financing
Risk Mitigation and Docs
TF instruments and Docs
Physical Shipment of goods

Service
Provider

Carrier/ Freight
Forwarder

Transport Docs



Why digital?



Advising Bank Issuing Bank

Carrier

LC
Management

ePresentation
Management

Full Electronic Presentation

BuyerSeller Surrender

All parties connected through Bolero

Message Flow
Document

Preparation
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Benefits of ePresentation

• Time to cash (working capital)

• Inventory management

• Credit line optimisation

• Process cost reduction

• Reduction (not elimination) of risk
- Fraud/forgery
- Lost documents
- Processing errors
- Delay
- Multiple bills
- ‘Telex’ release
- Issuance of b/l at disport



ePresentation and Electronic Bills

• Transport Document (commonly the b/l) is just one of the documents required
under an LC

• Functionally rich compared to other documents

• Legally complex compared to other documents

• Paper b/ls move slowly: goods move faster

• Much time is wasted in transferring the paper documents from party to party

• Commonplace for shipment to arrive before buyer has the b/l

• Exacerbated if b/l needs to be revised

• Electronic bills move instantaneously



Legal Framework – Bolero Rulebook

• Multi-lateral contract that all users agree to (Club approach)

• Consequent on-boarding rigour required

• Covers a broad range of provisions relevant to all documents (formalities)

• ‘As if’ approach

• Contains detailed provisions on electronic bills of lading

• Objective is to replicate bill of lading functions using electronic messages

• Dematerialisation v Immobilisation

• Provisions to deal with transfer electronic bill to non-users



Letters of Indemnity

• Inefficiency of traditional paper processes mean that LOIs are common in earlier
stages of the process but focus here is on discharge LOIs

• In short transits LOI’s are commonplace. In some cases b/l never issued. In
many cases b/l never surrendered

• In trades where the solution is mature around 90% reduction in the use of LOIs.

• No surprise, the initiative was started by BIMCO with this objective

• There is always a ‘Holder’ – a user who has exclusive control over the singular,
unalterable and unique record representing the b/l

• If the importer doesn’t have the electronic bill there must be a reason (carrier and
if relevant, charterer/shipper on alert)



“Replacement” bills

• Switch to Paper: Holder (only) of eBL has the right to demand carrier replace the
electronic bill with an identical paper bill (e.g. sale of cargo to a non-user, presentation
to a non-user bank).

• Switch to Paper request ends the lifecycle of the eBL.

• Provisions in the Rulebook deal with splits, combines and other requests for changes
(e.g. switch bills). Carrier’s agreement required for these.

• In all cases, only the Holder can make the request and the exercise of that function
suspends the electronic bill until the carrier has decided.

• Risk of multiple bills eliminated (often handled for traditional bills by yet another LOI)

• Minor changes (e.g. typos on issue) very quick and easy to do

• Other risks outlined likely to continue although Ante-dating is difficult



Looking Forward

• Current electronic solutions are ‘As if’ based.

• Operational functions are replicated (as well as the legal outcome of those
operational functions).

• Internet of Things – Are there better ways of establishing that the cargo is under the
control of the carrier than having to wait for it to issue a bill?

• Blockchain – Distributed Ledger Technology – parallels with the development of the
internet but is it just different plumbing?

• Big investments being made in FinTech which raises the profile of digitisation

• Network of networks.
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school education in Scotland and higher education at Merton College,
Oxford (reading Mathematics), the City University, London (reading Law) and
the Inns of Court School of Law (for Bar Finals). He practised at the
Commercial Bar from 1989 to 2016, with particular specialisms in dry
shipping, international sale of goods, insurance and reinsurance, conflict of
laws, arbitration and international banking/derivatives. He was appointed a
QC in 2006, acted regularly as arbitrator as well as counsel, was made a
Recorder of the Crown Court in 2012 and was authorised to sit as a Deputy
High Court judge in May 2016, before his appointment as a High Court judge
on 1 November 2016.

He is a co-author of the 6th and 7th Editions of “Time Charters” in the Lloyd’s
Shipping Law Library, and between June 2009 and June 2016 was one of the
Series Editors for that Library.



Sir Richard Aikens
Year of Call 1973    Silk 1986

Email: richard.aikens@brickcourt.co.uk    Direct phone: 020 7520 9819

Clerk: Kate Trott    Phone: 020 7520 9813    kate.trott@brickcourt.co.uk

EXPERTISE
• Arbitration

OVERVIEW

Sir Richard joined what is now Brick Court Chambers in 1974 and practised in commercial law, specialising in shipping, insurance and re-

insurance, banking, international trade and arbitration. He was appointed QC in 1986 and his commercial practice thereafter widened to

include telecommunications, oil and gas and professional negligence. He appeared in the House of Lords, Privy Council, Court of Appeal and

the High Court (particularly the Commercial Court) and in many arbitrations. He also conducted cases/arbitrations and advised in foreign

jurisdictions, in particular Hong Kong, Singapore, Gibraltar, Bermuda, Australia, the USA, France and Switzerland. Before appointment to

the High Court bench in 1999 he was in demand as an arbitrator in shipping and insurance disputes. He was a judge of the Commercial and

Admiralty Courts from 1999-2008 (in charge of the Commercial Court in 2005-6) and a judge in the Court of Appeal from 2008-2015. In the

High Court and Court of Appeal he sat on a very wide range of cases. In the commercial sphere he gave judgments in all areas, including

Republic of Ecuador v Occidental Exploration and Production Company, which was the first case in the English courts concerning Bilateral

Investment Treaties and whether awards made under them were justiciable in court. He also gave judgments in many aspects of civil law,

EU/competition law and public law (especially extradition). He conducted criminal trials and appeals in a wide variety of cases from murder

to official secrets and fraud. He is one of the authors of Bills of Lading, (2nd edition just published) and has written many articles on legal

topics, particularly on conflicts of laws. He lectured regularly (in English and French) and chaired conferences throughout his judicial career. 

Whilst at the bar he was a director and chairman of the Bar Mutual Indemnity Fund, (the Bar’s professional negligence insurers) which he

helped to found in 1985. In 2012-14 he was President of the British Insurance Law Association. He will be teaching commercial law at King’s

College, University of London from 2016 and is a Visiting Professor at both King's College and Queen Mary University of London. 

PRACTICE AREAS
ARBITRATION

Sir Richard Aikens accepts appointments as an arbitrator.

EDUCATION

Norwich School: 1960 - 1967
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St. John's College Cambridge: 1967 - 70 and 1971 – 2, MA (Studied History and Law)

Visiting Professor: Queen Mary Univeristy of London and King's College, London

APPOINTMENTS

Appointment to the High Court: 1999 (Commercial and Admiralty Court judge; in charge of Commercial Court 2005-6).

Appointment to Court of Appeal: 2008 – 2015. 
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Kishore Sharma 
Kish is a consultant in the Marine and International Trade department, and a 
barrister. Prior to joining Clyde & Co., he practised for 11 years in commercial 
Chambers in London, dealing particularly with shipping, insurance / reinsurance, 
corporate insolvency and banking matters (contributing to Paget's Law of 
Banking); and then for 10 years as an employed barrister in niche maritime firms 
in the City.  

Kish's practice and experience spans the whole range of issues and disputes arising 
out of: 

• All forms of contract of carriage of goods by sea (bills of lading, sea waybills, voyage 
/ time / consecutive voyage charterparties,  “COAs”, time charter trips etc.), 
particularly cargo claims; 

• Contracts of marine insurance (particularly cargo cover) and all types of contracts 
of reinsurance / retrocession concerning all classes of insurance business; 

• International sale contracts for bulk goods / commodities, particularly cement / 
clinker and oil cargoes; 

• Trade credit default insurance covering international sales. 

As well as High Court (particularly Commercial Court) litigation, Kish is very 
experienced in LMAA, LCIA, ICC and other forms of arbitration. He relishes 
complex and heavy matters, particularly those with multi-jurisdictional aspects, 
and those which raise unusual or difficult issues or claims. 

Notable cases include: 

• HC Trading Malta Ltd v Tradeland Commodities S.L. [2016] 1 WLR 3120 
(Jurisdiction of the Court to make a declaration as to the existence of an arbitration 
agreement prior to commencement of reference) 

• Tryggingarfelagio Foroyar P/F v CPT Empresas Maritimas S.A. (The 
"ATHENA")  [2011] 1 C.L.C. 425 (Anti-suit injunction in relation to dispute under 
contract for salvage services) 

• C v S [1999] 2 All ER 343 CA (Scope of bankers’ duties of compliance with Mareva 
injunction disclosure provision when customer ‘tipped off’ under Drug Traffic Act 
1994) 

• Yona International Ltd v La Reunion Francaise and ors [1996] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 84 
(Political risks insurance and re-insurance) 

• Attaleia Marine Co Ltd v Bimeh Iran  (The "ZEUS") [1993] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 497 (Marine 
insurance, marine average adjustments) 

• Punjab National Bank v De Boinville FT 1.2.1991 (Political risks insurance; duties of 
insurance brokers) 

Contact:  E-Kishore.Sharma@clydeco.com         T- (+44) 20 7876 5756  
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Richard Lord QC
Year of Call 1981    Silk 2002

Email: richard.lord@brickcourt.co.uk    

Clerk: Ian Moyler    ian.moyler@brickcourt.co.uk

EXPERTISE
• Commercial
• Arbitration
• Mediation

“impresses with his ‘gumption even when handling the most difficult of cases.’”

- Chambers & Partners 2012

“has years of experience as a commercial litigator and is highly praised for his grasp of dry shipping, insurance and reinsurance and

professional negligence matters.”

- Chambers & Partners 2011

OVERVIEW

The core of Richard Lord's practice for over 25 years has been commercial litigation and arbitration, with a particular specialisation in

insurance and reinsurance, dry shipping, commodities, energy and professional negligence claims. He has appeared in and advised on

numerous cases in tribunals from The House of Lords (Supreme Court) to the High Court in The British Virgin Islands. His 'home

territories'  are  the  Commercial  Court  in  London  and  International  Arbitrations,  including  ICC,  LCIA,  LMAA  and  Bermuda  form

arbitrations.

He acts as a mediator and arbitrator,  has written textbooks on Bills  of Lading and the Arbitration Act and has lectured and written

extensively, as well as giving expert evidence on English law for foreign courts. Recent experience includes a number of total loss marine

insurance claims, insurance disputes arising out of Hurricane Katrina, numerous charterparty disputes as well as more general commercial

litigation and a jurisdiction battle in the House of Lords (Supreme Court).

PRACTICE AREAS

Main specialities are dry shipping, arbitration, insurance and reinsurance, professional negligence and commodity and energy disputes. Also

has expertise  in climate change liability.

COMMERCIAL

Insurance and re-insurance have always been one of Richard Lord's key specialisations, especially in silk. He has advised and represented

most  of  the  leading  European  and  UK  insurers  as  well  as  numerous  brokers,  Lloyd's  syndicates,  U.S.  insurers  and  high  profile

assureds/reassureds. Recent cases include several marine total loss cases, energy claims, yacht claims. As well as a number of reinsurance
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claims.

Richard Lord has acted in a large number of dry shipping disputes including numerous bill of lading cases, cargo claims, and time and voyage

charter disputes, as well as shipbuilding, ship finance and general commercial cases with a marine element.

Commodity and international trade experience includes sale and purchase and similar disputes involving, coal, steel, cement, oil, vegetable

oils, etc. Recent claims include three disputes relating to force majeure allegations on coal shipment, and arbitrations over cancelled cement

contract and contaminated sunflower seed oil, dispute over validity of alleged long term wheat supply contract, and disputes over steel

contracts.

ARBITRATION

Richard is a supporting member of the LMAA and accepts appointment as an arbitrator. Recent appointments include  a demurrage dispute

and a ship finance dispute.

Richard Lord has extensive and recent experience of commodity disputes usually in arbitration such as LCIA arbitration or in the High

Court. In recent years he has been involved two coal shipment disputes (one in court, one LCIA)  on COAs for major traders, one for Russian

coal and one for WCSA (West Coast South America), one significant dispute on a cement contract – Far East to Spain (London arbitration),

and other  disputes  concerning iron ore,  soya,  rice  and wheat.  Currently  involved in major  dispute  involving numerous sugar/wheat

shipments into Iran.  Currently engaged in major litigation (taking place in London and Rotterdam) regarding oil trading with Nigeria. These

are typically multi million dollar disputes (Nigerian case worth $75m) involving shipments on FOF, CIF, CFR and DAS terms.

MEDIATION

CEDR accredited mediator with experience of mediation as both mediator and advocate. Richard Lord has wide experience of mediation of

commercial disputes, both as an advocate and a mediator, and particularly in the insurance and shipping fields. Experience includes disputes

involving insurance claims, shipbroking, collisions at sea, rotten bananas, a valuable painting, accountants' negligence and charterparty cases.

PUBLICATIONS

Bills of Lading (2006) with Aikens J. and Michael Bools.●

Guide to Arbitration Act 1996 (1996) with Simon Salzedo.●

Controlled Drugs - Law and Practice (1984).●

Climate Change Liability (2011) co-editor.●

Numerous articles, papers and seminars on fields ranging from shipping and insurance to conflict of laws and climate change●

litigation.

EDUCATION & QUALIFICATIONS

Joined Brick Court Chambers in 1984 after two general common law pupillages in 1981/1982. Took silk in 2002.●

Education Stowe School and Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge●

DIRECTORY QUOTES
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"He is prudent and meticulous in his preparation of cases and is extremely persuasive at hearings." (Chambers & Partners 2017)●

"An effective and methodical advocate." (Legal 500 2016)●

"He is a wonderful advocate who is very client-focused." "Has an outstanding intellect which he combines with devastating charm."●

(Chambers & Partners 2016)

"Richard Lord QC is an “extremely able and popular” silk who “knows shipping law inside out”. For over 25 years, Lord has been●

practising arbitration and litigation, with clients stating their appreciation for his “leading abilities”." (Who's Who Legal UK Bar

2015) 

"impresses with his "gumption even when handling the most difficult of cases."" (Chambers & Partners 2012)●

"has years of experience as a commercial litigator and is highly praised for his grasp of dry shipping, insurance and reinsurance and●

professional negligence matters." (Chambers & Partners 2011)

"the type of barrister a solicitor can take their clients to see with confidence" (Chambers & Partners 2010)●

"‘very good black-letter lawyer'" (Legal 500 2010, Shipping)●

"reliable and commercial" (Legal 500 2009)●

"extremely pleasant, reliable and fantastic with tribunals" (Chambers & Partners, 2007)●

"thorough and commercial' with ‘a first rate brain" (Legal 500, 2007)●
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Paul Mallon 
Head of Customer Engagement and Legal 
 
Paul is both the co-founder of Bolero and the co-inventor of the innovative 
Bolero patent. Prior to joining Bolero, Paul was General Counsel and 
Company Secretary of TT Club, which is a leading global insurer of marine 
liability risks for ship owners, logistics providers, ports and terminal 
operators. 
 
As a Maritime law expert specialising in Bills of Lading, Paul is the 
architect of the Bolero Rulebook and Bolero’s legal structures. He also 
acts as General Counsel and Company Secretary. 
 
 

Contact: paul.mallon@bolero.net 
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